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                  Learn to conduct your brain to bring harmony and coherence your life
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          SAY GOODBYE TO LEARNING DISABILITES WITH THE BEST INTERVENTION

                As humankind our greatest gift is to joyfully learn. By using our state-of-the-art mobile app and headset device connection, get your brain functions to work better together to improve the symptoms of learning disabilities and others.
              

                Contact Us
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          THE BEST SOLUTION FOR LEARNING DISABILITIES!

                Minimize learning disabilities in just a few months.
              

                DISCOVER NOW!
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          Why Auto Train Brain?
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More Affordable
More affordable than special education. Both software and medical support.
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More Effective
The most effective solution known with an NPS score of 83%
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Clinically Approved & certified
Successfully completed clinical tests and used on over 5,000 users. Standard CE, ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 certificates. No side effects!
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Quick and Easy
Easy and fun to use. Just 30 minutes a day. You can use it anywhere.



            

          


    

  












  
        
          Reach Optimal Brain Function in 3 Easy Steps!
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Purchase your specialized software package from our website.
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Acquire a compatible EEG headset from the market. 
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After 20 days, free consultation with our neurology expert!
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      Get appointment from  Dr. GÃ¼net EroÄŸluHow Does It Work?
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            70%
Reading Comprehension



            

          
	
            45%
Reading Speed Improvement
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Attention Improvement
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Speech Development
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Socalization Development
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Cognitive Activity



            

          


    

  
















  
    
      
                
What is the Origin of Learning Disabilities?

              
                Our brain, a complex machinery, processes sensory information and undertakes intricate functions like learning, recalling, and problem-solving. However, under stress, the chemical balances in the brain can be disrupted, potentially hindering our learning processes. Scientific research indicates that stress can lead to 'neuroinflammation' in the brain, damaging brain cells, synapses, and the myelin sheath. This disruption can manifest as learning difficulties like dyslexia, ADHD, and atypical autism.

              

                
How Can Auto Train Brain Help You or Your Child?

              
                We get it, dealing with learning difficulties isn't easy. That's where Auto Train Brain comes in. It's a special program, backed by science, that's built to help the brain get stronger and work better. Think of it like a personal trainer for your brain! You can use it at home, and it offers exercises tailored just for you. Plus, with the help of EEG technology, we can keep a close eye on how your brain is doing, making sure the program fits your unique needs. Together, let's help your brain achieve its best!

              
Dyslexia TestContact An Expert
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                EEG MEASUREMENT FROM  DR. GÃœNET EROÄžLU
              
Are you curious about the health and functionality of your brain? EEG measurement can provide valuable information about how your brain works. Identify the underlying causes of difficulties such as stress, concentration problems, or sleep issues. Let's help your brain reach its full potential with the expertise of Dr. GÃ¼net EroÄŸlu. As a mother who has journeyed through dyslexia with her child, Dr. GÃ¼net EroÄŸlu establishes a deep connection with parents facing similar challenges. Our Auto Train Brain program offers innovative approaches to dyslexia therapy by guiding families based on Dr. EroÄŸlu's personal experiences. Reach out to us to enhance your child's educational journey.


                  GET AN APPOINTMENT
                

    

  













  
        
          User Experiences with Learning Disabilities
        


      	
            N.Z | Norway
"My son used Auto Train Brain for 450 sessions over 6 months at home upon recommendation. He made significant progress in understanding what he hears, socializing, and following instructions. He started school in the second grade. I'm deeply grateful to Auto Train Brain."
Age 8, Autism



            

          
	
            Dyslexia- Germany
We are Turkish families living in Germany near Switzerland. We are very proud of Dr. GÃ¼net EroÄŸlu to invent this to overcome learning disabilities. We have used the product and our son's reading speed is increased.



            

          
	
            Ã‡Ä±nar | Ankara
"My writing has improved. I can read faster now. I became the top student in my class with a 93% grade average. I ranked first in math. I've started to enjoy my English class more.
Thank you, Auto Train Brain."
Age 9, 3rd Grade Elementary School Student



            

          
	
            H.I | Family Doctor | Istanbul
"My son has gifted intelligence and dyslexia. He's in the third grade but has reading difficulties. We've been using Auto Train Brain for 40 days now. My son reads much better these days. In his 6-week Turkish class assessment at school, he ranked 2nd in his class. I am so happy!"
Age 8, 3rd Grade Primary School
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                Clinically Proven Features
              

                	No side effects
	Reduces disconnection syndrome
	Improves brain maturation
	Decreases the effects of neuroinflammation
	Improves the left lateralization of brain
	Effect size is the highest in the literature (>0.88)


              


    

  
















  
    
      
                Contact us
              

                Sales:Â Â +44 748 470 74 87
Email: info@autotrainbrain.com
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